METAWARSPACE
GAMING
X BLOCKCHAIN
METASPACE will collaborate with traditional gaming
companies
to integrate them onto the blockchain and
develop new blockchain gaming features.

VIRTUAL LAND
Each game will have its own governing planet. We will run
virtual land auctions, where people can purchase their own
piece of that planet and earn revenue from the game by completing specific tasks.

In the future, these pieces of land can be used to build infrastructure for that planet, such
as virtual NFT stores, collection galleries, weapon stores, and buy / sell NFTs from the
game.
.

CONNECT WITH OTHERS IN
THE METAVERSE
METASPACE
Metaspace is an NFT Metaverse where you can play with unique digital items (NFTs).

• PLAYERS
Staking: Players stake Trilium to planets to vote in the upcoming Planetary elections, as well as to increase the Planet’s
reward pool.

• DAO'S
Planet DAOs: Participate in weekly elections for council candidates, submit proposals on how to distribute the planetary
treasury or run for planetary council yourself.

• TRADE
Trade Game Cards: Players may select NFT game cards
for their strategy on Binance Smart Chain (BSC) and
WAX, to be used for mining, fighting and missions.

• CROSSCHAIN
Cross-chain bridge: Teleporting TLM between BSC,
WAX, and Ethereum.

TOKEN SUPPLY & BURN
10B TOTAL SUPPLY
DEVELOPMENT & MARKETING TAX = 4%
LIQUIDITY = 3%
5% TOTALSUPPLY BURN + MANUAL BURN
30% LIQUIDITY TRADE

15 DAYS FOR LIQUIDITY 30% GOAL

PRE-SALE
TOKEN PRE-SALE AT 0.60$ MINIMUM ORDER 50$

SALE
BURN

TOKEN IN THE SALE AT 1.2$ BASE PRICE. WE SURE GUARANTEE THE TOKEN JUMP UNTIL AND MORE THAN 12$

5% TOKEN WILL BE BURNED + MANUALLY BURN

METASPACE: BRINGING THE
FIGHT INTO THE METAVERSE.
The first real-time multiplayer NFT fighting game with play-to-earn features in the
Metaverse. Incubated by Good Games Guild.
MetaSpace is a real-time multiplayer PVP arena NFT game developed in Unreal Engine.
Players engage in fierce multi-realm battles in the expansive Sci-Fi game world. METAS is
an all-out battle of skills where the best players are in a constant battle to beat other
players to earn more rewards. METAS is being developed for PC, with iOS and Android
cross-platform multiplayer in the future.
METAS believes in the future of the metaverse and is keen to develop inside of it as soon
as possible. Amid the GameFi and play-to-earn trend with all the new games launched,
the METAS team notices a pattern: those blockchain games all earn and no play.
In MetaSpace, players can battle in PvE and PvP using their collection of NFT fighters.
With a tier system, three different races, and a broad range of playable characters,

METAS naturally and organically becomes a platform for players to test their skills and
agility whilst earning for what they are worth.
IN OTHER WORDS, WE BRING THE FIGHT INTO THE METAVERSE.
METASPACE FEATURES

1.NFT Marketplace – Both users/players and METAS can buy and sell NFT characters
(fighters), in-game items, as well as renting. All NFTs exchanged in this marketplace will
have high utility inside the game.
2.In-Game Currencies – METAS will feature two tokens namely MetaSpace Share
($METAS) and Fighting Points $MS. Both will be useful for participating in game modes,
purchasing NFT characters and in-game items, and staking.
3.NFT Renting – Our renting mechanism adds another option for all to earn through
METAS. Owners can rent their NFT asset to players who are skillful and eager to earn
from the game. It is a win-win solution.
4.Scholarships – As guilds become more popular and projects of gaming hub starts to
rise among the players, we at METAS understands the situation and provide a scholarship
program built inside our smart contract. Guilds and scholars can determine a share
agreement prior to leasing the NFT characters and earnings will be split automatically.

NFT Purchase Players can purchase their own NFT characters in our initial NFT drop.
Characters themselves are going to be sold in packs of three. The packs are divided into
three kind which are Common, Rare, and Ultra Rare packs. Packs of high rarity will
have a chance to contain characters of higher tiers such as Legendary Warrior or God of
War. In order to participate in the NFT drop, players/users should stake a certain amount
of $METAS.
In-Game CurrenciesMETASpace Share ($METAS) and Fighting Points ($MS) become
the official currencies of METAS. The dual token model will help themselves to be more
valuable and become worthy rewards for players.
• 1.$METAS – Our main currency is useful for purchasing NFT characters, synthesizing
NFTs, staking, and governance.
• $MS – Our secondary currency is useful for purchasing NFT characters, synthesizing
NFTs, and entering tournament mode/bout.
NFT Synthesis Through NFT synthesis, players can combine their NFT characters of the
same kind and tier in order to obtain that character of one-tier higher. (e.g. three Elite
Fighters can be combined into one Legendary Warrior). To achieve this, not only should
players have the same NFT characters, but they should also pay in both $METAS and
$MS to perform a synthesis.
NFT MarketplaceMETASpace official marketplace are here to exclusively drop our own
NFTs and have them ready to fight. The marketplace will become a hub for players/users

to exchange NFT characters (fighters), in-game items, as well as NFT Renting. All NFTs
exchanged in this marketplace will have high utility inside the game.
NFT Renting Through a dedicated NFT Renting program, owners can officially rent their
NFT asset to players who are skillful and eager to earn from the game. This way, both
parties are able to split earnings and it becomes a win-win solution.
Scholarships As guilds become more popular and projects of gaming hub starts to rise
among the players, we at METAS understands the situation and provide a scholarship
program built inside our smart contract. Guilds and scholars can determine a share
agreement prior to leasing the NFT characters and earnings will be split automatically.

MARKETING
DEVELOPMENT & MARKETING
METASPACE funds its marketing and development through a 10% tax for both buys and
sells. 50% on Marketing and 50% on liquidity share.
This is essential for the growth of the project and allows for full product development, as
you’ll see below!

INTRODUCTION
Our vision – to build a long-term, stable, and constantly evolving game environment and
economy. Our endgame is the creation of a sustainable game franchise that will lead the
NFT Fighting Game industry where developers, investors and players can all contribute
together to explore endless opportunities in the Fighting game Metaverse.
As METAS is incubated by Metastar game, we too believe that metaverse is part of the
future and we are keen to build progressively on top of it. As more and more people are
joining the play-to-earn movement and start a living from gaming, this is the perfect time
for METAS to spread its wings and take those people off the ground!
METAS did not build this only with assumptions. We have gathered statistics about the
gaming industry, NFT gaming industry, and NFT sales (2021) and was assured that the
movement is there, and the timing is now.
The global gaming market is currently valued at >300 billion USD. Whereas the NFT
gaming market only took less than ten percent of it. There are still lots of room for this
industry to grow, especially NFT Fighting Game. Hence, why we built METAS.

Gameplay
MetaSpace is a real-time multiplayer PVP arena NFT game where players engage in
fierce multi-realm battles. METAS is an all-out battle of skills where the best players are in
a constant battle to beat other players to earn more rewards.

Prologue
Long ago, humans lived side by side with creatures called Guardians. Since Guardians
possess powers & abilities that surpassed humans, they were worshiped as Gods. In
return, the Guardians maintain the balance of the earth and protect mankind.
Over time, technology took over the role of Guardians, and humans slowly began to
abandon their existence. The Guardians then disappeared.
Several millenniums passed, a group of humans accidentally opened the gate that
connected Earth to Hell. Creatures from Hell invaded earth and human civilization was
crushed. However, just as humanity’s hope nearly wiped out, the Guardians returned.
THE FIGHT THAT DETERMINES FATE OF THE MANKIND HAS BEGUN!

Characters
METAS is a fighting game that truly believes that all play-to-earn games should have a
balanced “play” aspects as well as their “earn”. Hence, we create our characters in a way
so that no one play will have the unfair advantage over others. A balanced yet competitive

game is what we are. To achieve that condition, we have developed races and tiers inside
the game.
Races
The characters are differentiate into three races: Guardians, Humans, and Aliens. The
races are differentiated by three attributes, which are Health Points, Damage, and
Intelligence.
1.Health Points – The number of health a character has.
2.Damage – Overall damage points that a character can bring upon its opponent.
3.Intelligence – Additional damage points for characters who uses its movement
combinations (combos).
The following figures show the attributes each race has. Any character who belong inside
of that race will follow the similar attribute.
o summarize, these are the attributes for each race.
1.Guardians – Have more damage points
2.Humans – Have more intelligence points
3.Aliens – Have more health points
Tiers
Tiers are here to produce a whole new experience for every player inside of the
game. METAS will offer three tiers, all with different features inside of them. These tiers
are:
1.Elite Fighter – Barebones of characters, has low rewards for every win.
2.Legendary Warrior – Equipped with special skills, has moderate rewards for every win.
3.God of War – Full set of special skills and ultra skill, has high rewards for every win.
With balance in mind, METAS has determined that players of a tier can only play with
players of that same tier (e.g. God of War character can only fight against God of War
character as well). With this ruleset, players should have balanced yet competitive
gameplay.

Game Modes
MetaSpace will feature three game modes, including:
1.Story (PvE) – Players are going to fight against computers in a series of increasingly
difficult stages. There are a total of 25 stages and each will have different amount of
rewards in $MS.
2.Arena (PvP) – Players are fighting against other players in a 1v1 battle of a random
matchmaking based on their Match Making Rating (MMR). For every win, players will earn
$MS and points increase their MMR.
3.Bout (PvP) – Players (8/16/32 players) are put in a tournament bracket. One will fight
with another in a 1v1 with knock out system. Prior to entering, players are required to pay
entrance fee in $MS. Winner of the tournament takes all rewards including the pool of
entrance fees and some additional $METAS.

Features & Ecosystem

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

NFT Purchase Players can purchase their own NFT characters in our initial NFT drop.
Characters themselves are going to be sold in packs of three. The packs are divided into
three kind which are Common, Rare, and Ultra Rare packs. Packs of high rarity will
have a chance to contain characters of higher tiers such as Legendary Warrior or God of
War. In order to participate in the NFT drop, players/users should stake a certain amount
of $METAS.
In-Game CurrenciesMETASpace Share ($METAS) and Fighting Points ($MS) become
the official currencies of METAS. The dual token model will help themselves to be more
valuable and become worthy rewards for players.
1.$METAS – Our main currency is useful for purchasing NFT characters, synthesizing
NFTs, staking, and governance.
2.$MS – Our secondary currency is useful for purchasing NFT characters, synthesizing
NFTs, and entering tournament mode/bout.
NFT Synthesis Through NFT synthesis, players can combine their NFT characters of the
same kind and tier in order to obtain that character of one-tier higher. (e.g. three Elite
Fighters can be combined into one Legendary Warrior). To achieve this, not only should
players have the same NFT characters, but they should also pay in both $METAS and
$MS to perform a synthesis.
NFT MarketplaceMETASpace official marketplace are here to exclusively drop our own
NFTs and have them ready to fight. The marketplace will become a hub for players/users
to exchange NFT characters (fighters), in-game items, as well as NFT Renting. All NFTs
exchanged in this marketplace will have high utility inside the game.
NFT Renting Through a dedicated NFT Renting program, owners can officially rent their
NFT asset to players who are skillful and eager to earn from the game. This way, both
parties are able to split earnings and it becomes a win-win solution.
Scholarships As guilds become more popular and projects of gaming hub starts to rise
among the players, we at METAS understands the situation and provide a scholarship
program built inside our smart contract. Guilds and scholars can determine a share
agreement prior to leasing the NFT characters and earnings will be split automatically.
Staking Users/players who stake a number of $METAS will not only earn a competitive
APY on their tokens but also get the chance to participate in our NFT drop and other
events.

Strategic Investors
MetaSpace has high expectations in terms of our investors. We are working with
experienced investors in the space. Our strategic investors have worked on projects
ranging from DeFi, NFTs, and infrastructure.

COMMUNITY&TEAM

